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Learning Objectives

• Describe the AACN Essentials NONPF Role Competencies
• Summarize the key attributes of CBE
• Compare and contrast CBE with traditional clinical education
• Analyze clinical situations for characteristics of CBE
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But first...

• What are we doing now?
• How is APRN clinical education currently organized?
• Hours-/time-focused
• Unsure of what skills a student will encounter, much less be able 

to do
• Lack of clinical direction and focus

• Are students really learning what they need to?
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Philosophy of CBE

• “The more specific we can be 
oAbout our end and interim goals for training…
o In knowing when someone is not moving forward
o In facilitating a smooth transition into practice

• The more effective we will be in knowing if the training has 
achieved what it is intended to achieve”
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International Competency-based Medical Education (2018)

Educational Standards
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AACN Essentials

• New Essentials released in 
2021
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AACN's Four Spheres of Care
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Domains of Care

• Knowledge for Nursing 
Practice

• Person-Centered Care
• Population Health
• Scholarship for Nursing 

Discipline
• Quality and Safety

• Interprofessional Partnerships
• Systems-Based Practice
• Informatics and Healthcare 

Technologies
• Professionalism
• Personal, Professional, and 

Leadership Development
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AACN Essentials – Assessment Framework
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How does the AACN define the clinical preceptor?
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There are two other parts of this team:
• Academic/Program faculty
• APRN student
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Re-Envisioning Clinical Nursing Education
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NONPF NP Role Core Competencies

• First written in 2008, revised in 2018
• Curriculum Leadership Committee rewrote new NP preambles 

and competencies
oGoal to publish in April 2024

• Based on new AACN Essentials
oExtension of the Level 2 Sub-Competencies

• Contain 10 domains with unique NP descriptions
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AACN Essentials and NONPF Competencies
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NONPF Core Competencies Table
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Back to CBE
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What is Not CBE?

• A checklist of tasks
• A one-and-done experience or demonstration
• Isolated in one sphere of care or context
• Demonstrated solely on an objective test
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American Association of Colleges of Nursing. (n.d.).

What is CBE?

• Outcomes-focused, active learning strategies
• Shifts the primary focus of education to the desired outcomes

o Backwards design
• A set of expectations that, when taken collectively, demonstrate what 

learners can do with what they know.
• Demonstrated across all spheres of care and in multiple contexts.
• Clear expectations are made explicit to learners, employers, and the 

public.
• A result of determined (planned and repeated) practice.
• Visibly demonstrated and assessed over time by multiple methods and 

multiple assessors.
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American Association of Colleges of Nursing. (n.d.).

Competencies
Course 

Learning 
Objectives

Assignments Learning 
Activities

Backwards Curriculum Design
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Benefits of CBE

• Student is the center of their learning, also responsible for their learning
• Improves equity by serving diverse learners
• Clarifies faculty expectations regarding student development/performance 

and allows the faculty to hold students accountable for prior learning
• Relates curriculum and course work to life and professional expectations
• Objectively establishes a rigorous curriculum
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American Association of Colleges of Nursing. (n.d.).

Benefits of CBE (cont.)

• Promotes faculty and preceptor development about teaching effectiveness
o Faculty and preceptors act as coaches

• Creates a community of faculty with common goals and expectations for 
student development

• Provides an overall cohesive framework for course and program design
and development

• Improves the quality of nursing education to meet the demands, challenges, and 
opportunities of the future.

• Requires internal motivation and a collaborative culture
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American Association of Colleges of Nursing. (n.d.).

Quick Literature Review

• CBE leads students to think more critically (Arends, 2024)
o Learn to think critically about a situation to develop a way to meet the competency goal
o Students apply knowledge and skills already learned to new and different scenarios

 Should be able to adjust their approach as needed

• Competency-based curricula are informed by stakeholders 
(Hodges, Konicki, Talley, Bordelon, Holland, & Galin, 2019).

• Preceptors are critical to success in CBE (Schumacher & Risco, 2017)
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Traditional Education vs. CBE - Culture

• Traditional
oDidactic-focused
oNot individualized

• CBE
o Includes all learning 

environments
 Classroom
 Lab
 Simulation

o Includes all student learning 
styles
 Visual
 Auditory
 Kinesthetic
 Reader/Writer
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Traditional Education vs. CBE - Instruction

• Traditional
oThe instructor is the leader

• CBE
oThe instructor is a coach
o Instruction is ongoing
oAll stakeholders are involved
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Traditional Education vs. CBE - Assessment

• Traditional
o Few summative or high-

stakes assessments

• CBE
o Frequent formative 

assessments
 Only administered when a 

student is ready
 Students repeat unmet 

competencies
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Traditional Education vs. CBE - Grading

• Traditional
oHave norm-referenced 

grading
o Letter grades

• CBE
oStudents attain competencies
oRepeat unment competencies
oPass/Fail?
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Traditional Education vs. CBE - Progression

• Traditional
oTime-based

• CBE
oAdvanced when competencies 

are met
 Can be faster (or slower)
 AKA when they're "practice 

ready"
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Putting CBE Into Practice
AKA Case Study Time
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Case Study 1

• Primary care PNP student is in their second semester of clinical
• Is scheduled to be with their clinical preceptor for 180 hours
• The student's faculty gave the preceptor a copy of the evaulation 

at beginning of the semester
• Sees some patients independently but also just follows with 

their preceptor if the clinic is busy
• Writes 1 to 2 notes per day
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Case Study 2

• Acute care PNP student in their third semester of clinical
• Student has brought a list of clinical skills that they need to 

accomplish by the end of their clinical rotation
oShares this list with their preceptor at the beginning of their rotation
oReminds their preceptor of the list throughout rotation

• Their preceptor actively finds clinical experiences during the 
rotation to practice those entrustable professional activities
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Case Study 3

• Primary care PNP student in their last planned semester of 
clinical

• Has list of competencies that need to be met
• Student has been missing some clinical days, but is meeting 

their goals when at clinical
• Should this student pass?
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Questions?
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